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ABOUT DIVINE ART
The Divine Art Record Company was formed in 1992 by Stephen Sutton, a
lawyer based in North East England and originally was for the purpose of
raising funds for a church organ restoration. That recording, successful on
cassette only, was re-released on CD in October 2005.

The business grew slowly, as Stephen did not have time to devote to it, but by
2004 when he had retired from legal practice the catalogue had grown to 40
discs, and was strengthened when we acquired the Athene label in 2005.
Like all labels we suffered by the reduction in retail outlets and overseas
distributors and the general economic situation, but are now rebuilding our
international network through Naxos, the world’s largest classical and jazz
company, which became our sales partner in January 2013.

In April 2007 we acquired the Metier label, bringing the catalogue to over 200
titles. Metier specialises in contemporary music and its founder is a top class
producer and engineer who we will be pleased to recommend to any potential
recording artist. In the past few years our output has been 3-4 titles a month
and in July7 2015 we released our 400th album.

We have a good reputation with music professionals and nearly all of our CDs
have resulted from an approach from artists who like the way we work. As one
of our pianists said “to make money from a recording is nice but the important
thing is to get my art onto disc and work with people I am comfortable with”.

Our motto is “the spirit of music” which tells the story. While we do issue
mainstream repertoire, our preference is to have on each CD at least one
work or arrangement which is a first or only recording. So we and our artists
are searching for neglected masterpieces, and contemporary work, to widen
the recorded repertoire.

We currently operate four main labels: Divine Art is our main full-price label,
though it also carries multi-CD sets at mid-price. New single album
recordings which we want to pitch at mid-price, re-issues, and lighter music
tend to appear on the popular “Diversions” label. Contemporary works may
be placed on the Metier label, renowned for its explorations in new music.
The Athene label was re-launched in May 2015 and will specialize in early
and baroque music, usually on original period instruments.

In April 2008 we acquired the Dunelm Records catalogue and some of those
titles have been transferred to our labels.

In 2009 we opened our American branch in Vermont, which is now our
international head office, and where we now manage a community music and
arts center.
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RECORDING FOR DIVINE ART
Divine Art has grown into a respected classical – music recording company, at
a time when the record industry generally seems to be going from crisis to
crisis. Nearly all record stores have closed and several established labels and
distributors have gone out of business. CD sales are down to tiny numbers as
digital download and streaming take over the market.

The “majors” (multi-national record companies) have dramatically cut their
classical music programmes and are signing fewer and fewer artists. This
means that talented musicians can find it difficult, if not impossible, to secure
a recording deal.

The vast majority of musicians find that they have to fund their own recordings
and there are various ways of doing this. Some artists issue their work on their
own label, and one or two of these have become successful - primarily
because the musicians involved (usually orchestras or chamber groups) are
already world-famous. But it is almost impossible to place a single album on
the international market, because distributors will only deal with sizeable
catalogues.

At the same time most recording artists in the classical world (apart from the
very few) have realised that making records is not primarily a way to make
money but an important part of a career, alongside concert performances.
The CD is now chiefly a product for artists to sell at concerts, only about 25%
of sales occurring through the retail trade.

We therefore pioneered the Agency Contract for publishing recordings, which
allows the artist almost complete artistic control over their recordings and
allows them to retain ownership of the recording, subject to our sales and
distribution rights; for the musician, it is like having your own label without all
the hassle and expense of setting one up. The system is also available to
independent producers, and is proving especially popular with contemporary
composers looking for a way to promote their music. The system has been
copied by many labels on much less generous terms and is eligible for most
research /recording grants..

For those for who this system is not appropriate, we offer also a traditional
contract details of which are given in this brochure.

Divine Art was originally established to seek out and record unusual and
neglected repertoire, and has expanded to cover contemporary music,
operetta, rediscovered baroque music, “period performance”, and mainstream
classical music and jazz. However we do not deal in ‘mood music’, light
crossover music and so on as a general rule.

Our recordings are highly acclaimed by critics and reviewers – we can send
you by e-mail a copy of our review portfolio, or you can check out reviews on
our website.
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THE DIVINE ART AGENCY CONTRACT

The “agency” recording arrangement is becoming more popular as labels
realise that they cannot fund speculative projects, and the saturation of the
market means that new and unknown music has to be promoted. It also
provides a showcase for young and established artists alike to promote their
skills (and, to some degree, their own choice of repertoire), as if they had
made their own CD, but with the benefit of the distribution and marketing
network provided by an established label.

Under the agency arrangement, the artist/producer pays for the entire
production of the CD, which is managed by Divine Art. We charge an
administration fee, to cover basic promotion and marketing (including press
release, sending out review and promotional discs, adding the recording to
our web-store and several partner retailers), and can help with various
aspects of the job from beginning to end. The standard package is designed
to be straightforward, and to provide clarity and flexibility. Let us first stress
that the arrangement is based upon production to us of a finished and
approved master recording.

We also ensure that all copyright clearances are obtained, will broker a good
price for pressing, and design and prepare the booklet and packaging, usually
based on cover art or images supplied by or agreed with you. This fee will
usually be much less than you would pay for the services of separate PR and
design consultancies. Typically for one CD in a jewel case, 12 page booklet,
total basic package cost is about $6200 (£4120).

Cover art may be provided for consideration – many of our musicians do so –
or we can seek out a suitable image. A few of our cover designs are set out in
Appendix 3. In all cases the entire package, including traycards and CD body,
is designed as a total concept. No cheap-looking “black-on-silver” CDs.

We will agree an initial quantity of CDs to be supplied to you (minimum 300) –
no charge except shipping. We will store the remainder of the CDs and send
them out to our distributors (the number initially pressed will usually be 1000)
and aim to sell them.

We expect the artist to be able to sell many copies direct, at concerts for
example. In fact one of the major considerations in deciding to accept a
recording is the artists’ activity and live performances of the music.

For every disc released to you from store we charge a standard handling fee
of $1.50/£1, (plus VAT/tax and postage/delivery), which contributes towards
our insurance and storage costs. And when we sell CDs through our normal
channels, we charge the commission plus a percentage of the sales price
(currently 25%).

As you can see the traditional arrangement has been reversed. Apart from
our commissions, you receive the whole of the net return on sales. This
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means you have much more chance of actually profiting from your work, and
we are more likely to stay in business, unlike several labels which have gone
under, taking their artists’ work with them.

IMPORTANT NOTE: CDs may be sold by you direct at concerts and via your
own website, but not to dealers other websites or stores for which you will
grant us exclusive rights.

Under this model, you have appointed Divine Art as your agent for various
tasks. Overall this should maximise the return to you, though of course the
amount we receive on the sale of any CD varies greatly, from the full price
charged through our own website, to as little as $4.00/£2.50 where the disc
goes through an exporter/distributor and dealer, each of whom takes a
margin. The recording can be pitched at either full price or mid price by
agreement.

See Appendix 1 for a summary – on receipt of the completed Project
Submission we will send a full contract and you are under no obligation until
this is agreed and signed (neither are we!)

What about re-pressing? If all initial stock is sold we will contact you. You
may pay us to press more CDs; this will be at cost plus a modest handling fee
(usually 10%), and will be for a minimum of 500 copies. Of course further
composer royalties will be payable for copyright works. Alternatively, we may
agree to fund the re-pressing on your behalf, subject to terms and conditions.
Because a great deal of the initial expense of making a CD is not repeated,
second and subsequent pressings are much cheaper and provide a far
greater margin.

Using the standard manufacturing process, the minimum quantity on a new
production is 1000, and 500 on a re-pressing. It is possible to press only 500
initially but as the factory imposes an extra fee to do so, which can almost
double the unit price, it is not usually financially sensible to do so. However
given our very high storage costs we may opt to press your 1000 discs in
smaller batches, in which case we pay the extra cost.

QUALITY CONTROL
We have very high standards, so even when using the agency arrangement,
which gives the artist a great deal of flexibility, we do have certain rules. The
performance and music must be of the highest quality, so as to protect our
reputation with the trade and especially the music press. This also applies to
the recording and editing, so where we do not oversee this, any contract is
subject to our approval of the master recording. We require in all cases
high definition (24-bit 48K minimum) audio, and MFiT if available, as well
as CD quality master.
We also have to ensure that our catalogue is balanced between different
genres, so we cannot (for example) take on countless solo piano discs. We
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need to work with artists who are prepared to help promote their albums and
intend to make regular recordings; a “one-off” is unlikely to catch the public
interest. Remember, if you are currently “unknown”, a CD will not sell: an
active concert career is the best way of helping us to sell your recording!
Acceptance of your project will usually be subject to your concertizing the
works and promoting your work avidly on all social media outlets.

In every case we do ask the performer(s) to supply a short biography for the
CD booklet and a number of photographs for cover and promotional use.

OTHER SERVICES
Usually, musicians make their own arrangements for choosing a recording
location, engineers and producers, and we get involved when the master
recording is nearly finished. But we can help in sourcing these services.

Then we can arrange or help to arrange booklet notes (and translations). Of
course we charge a reasonable fee for such work. We normally insist on
managing the booklet design but again this is always done with the full
involvement of the performers. In most cases, the artist/composer will provide
full programme notes.

CD PRICES
We pitch our “full price” CDs for direct sale at $15.99 in the USA (store prices
around £16.99-£19.99) and £12.00 in the uk ( shop prices vary from £11.50 to
£15.50). There is still price pressure, so there may be many reasons to issue
a newly recorded disc at mid price £8.50 UK retail. For example we will not
normally release a CD of less than 60 minutes at full price (if at all) unless the
music is of particular importance or interest; we expect programmes to be
between 60 and 80 minutes. Discs of shorter duration are likely to be heavily
criticised in the press for poor value! Of course, as with most issues, there
can be exceptions. Multi-disc sets are priced aggressively at midprice.

“JOINT BADGING”

We do insist upon all CD packing conforming to our corporate style, but this
leaves a great deal of flexibility, so we can work with your preferred
design/artwork. Also, for independent producers, ensembles or artists who
wish to create their own imprint within the divine art catalog, we are happy to
discuss a joint-badged project.
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TIMESCALES
We always have a busy schedule of releases planned, so please do not
expect us to take a new project on and arrange a full commercial release in a
very short time – of course we will do all we can to help, but we can only
release so many titles per month. We do not usually release in August or
December.

Our distributors require finished stock at least six weeks prior to the release
date, in order to promote the CD to dealers, and we have to supply completed
audio masters and artwork to the digital distributors more than three months
prior to release, so as a general guide, we are usually “fully booked” for
releases for at least four months ahead.

TRADITIONAL CONTRACTS
While the Agency model is our preferred route and has proved the most
beneficial to artists overall, we also offer (subject to company approval) a
traditional contract under which:

1. You supply the completed, edited audio master (we are happy to work with
your engineers/producers)

2. You assign the rights and ownership of the recording to us

3. We design the booklet/CD packaging, but including your notes, texts and
images, arrange manufacture and set up full global CD and digital distribution

4. The whole project is managed exactly like an Agency project (including
promotion and advertising) except for the financial terms.

5. No royalty is paid on sale

6. For US based artists, your commitment is to pay us $2250 as a contribution
to marketing and we also provide 250 copies of the CD. (This price for a
single CD in jewel case – multi CD sets, digipaks and boxes, SACD and DVD
will be slightly different). UK contracts fee is £1500 + VAT though UK /Europe-
based projects assigned to our US office are at £1600 (then no VAT is
payable, resulting in a net £200 saving) to include extra administration work.

All of our contracts are issued by our USA company (Diversions LLC), which
handles all A&R and production aspects. However for artists in the UK and
Europe, all financial aspects are quoted in pounds sterling (or euros).
Also for convenience, moneys due can be paid into our UK account and
Agency contract royalties for British and EU clients are paid from the UK.
Otherwise, Divine Art Limited, our British branch, is now devoted to non-USA
distribution and wholesale trade.
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YOUR NEXT STEP
If you are interested in working with us and wish to become a “Divine Artist”
please complete and send to us the Project Submission Form sent with this
document – if we have not supplied one, we can post it to you or send it by
email – or it can be downloaded from the website. Please also enclose a brief
CV and any other information you consider relevant.

Also tell us about your proposed concerts or broadcasts. If you already have a
master recording, tell us but please do not send it until we ask.

If we like your idea, we will work out the cost of the job, after we have
discussed the details. Options such as extra advertising and promotional
work can be discussed and priced as appropriate.

We try to make the process as easy as possible even though, having our
offices in Vermont, we can’t often meet potential recording artists personally to
discuss proposals. But we can work with you by email, Skype and telephone;
this is more usual, and we work regularly with musicians we have never met!

Email to: stephen@divineartrecords.com

or mail forms to

Divine Art Record Company (A&R),
PO Box 418
(333 Jones Drive)
Brandon, VT 05733, USA

phone +1 802 247 4295

Musicians in UK / Europe may send to
Divine Art Ltd A&R
c/o Kingswood
Marks Lane
Santon Downham
Brandon, Suffolk IP27 0TL
(no personal callers)
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SUMMARY

1. Our service

Includes:

 Full CD booklet/packaging design service
 Coordinated design, full color booklet and CD label, no
shoddy or cheap packaging.

 Obtain mechanical copyright licences (EU, USA and others)*
 Allocate barcode and International Standard Recording
Codes

 Arrange pressing of CD/SACD/DVD, printing of booklets and
inlays, and packaging of product

 Provide initial stock to artist (no handling charge)
 Distribute review and promo copies (subject to handling
charge)

 Supply stock to distributors worldwide (no charge)
 Store stock and provide further copies to artist (subject to
handling charge)

 Place digital (SD and HD) version on iTunes, Amazon, Apple
Music, Classics Online, Primephonic etc.

 Promote recording on Divine Art website, Amazon
(worldwide), Arkiv.com (USA), Klassik.com (Germany), etc

 Sample tracks/extracts on YouTube and Soundcloud
 Issue press releases – as appropriate
 Paid advertisements in selected music journals
 Artist profile page at divineartrecords.com

*under agency contracts, cost deducted from sales

Optional at extra cost:

 Commission programme notes: cost plus time
 Commission or acquire artwork: cost plus time
 Obtain translation of notes & texts :
£120 / $180 per language per 1000 words

 Locating/recommending producer/engineer/venue
 Assisting with editing $110/£75 per hour
 Preparing production master, encoding ISRC and CD Text data: $110/£75
 Additional advertising: cost of insertion and design plus 10%
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2. Advertising and promotion

We place a regular bimonthly ad in Gramophone, Musical Opinion and BBC
Music (UK), MusicWeb, and Fanfare (USA) in which we can feature up to 5
new releases. Agency packages include this service and we can also arrange
additional dedicated ads if required.

3. Other options

All costs for Agency packages will be made clear and agreed before we
proceed, subject to certain variables. However this does not prevent
changes to the requirements later. Of course, if you think we can help you in
any other way, please ask! We are your partners and want to do all that we
reasonably can to get your recording published. Please note that we do not
act as management agents, or get involved in arranging live performances.

HELP US TO HELP YOU
Publishing a recording is no guarantee that it will sell - no matter how good it
is. We work hard to promote all our titles, but for any album to sell, we need
you to play your part in getting the word out.

1. All new recordings must be supplied in HD 24-bit studio quality, 96K
or better preferred, and MfiT where possible.

2. You should inform us (well in advance) of all concert and recital
engagements so we can post and promote them.

3. You should subscribe to the Divine Art youtube channel and regularly
view our sample tracks (in FULL) – this raises the label’s profile and
earns!

4. Create an artist profile on Spotify and build playlists including one of
your tracks and other suitable pieces

5. DO NOT upload whole albums or even works to sites like YouTube,
Soundcloud etc. If anyone can hear it for free they will not buy it! We
supply one track (or extract) usually not exceeding 5 minutes duration,
to our YouTube channel for promotional purposes. Other online samples
should generally not exceed 90 seconds.

6. Establish a Facebook presence (link to us and Like the Divine Art
Records page, ‘friend’ us and become part of the family.

7. Make a short (5-10 minute) video related to your album – perhaps
taken during the recording sessions (even on a phone) or a polished
professional promo – it’s all good, and helps to establish views on
YouTube.
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APPENDIX 1

Summary of terms – Agency contract

1. Full comprehensive package excluding recording
sessions (venue in Vermont available)

2. Ownership of recording remains with artist/producer

3. Ten year license to label (renewable) for all trade sales

4. Initial 300 CDs provided (included)

5. Further CDs supplied for handling charge /shipping only

6. Sales accounted to you in full less standard commission
and mechanical (composer) royalties)

7. Package costs quoted on application.

Summary of terms –traditional contract

1. Full comprehensive package excluding recording
sessions (venue in Vermont available)

2. Ownership assigned to Divine Art

3. Fixed price contribution

4. Initial 250 discs provided (included)

5. Further copies provided at ‘artist rate’ (defined in
contract, usually between 20-40 % of retail)

6. No royalty payable

7. No further cost – company is responsible for total
management of project from design to release and
beyond.
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APPENDIX 2

Example of composite advertisement for new releases
(Fanfare Magazine April/May 2016).
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APPENDIX 2

Examples of cover designs

Divine Art DDA25033

“Tzigane”

Anthony Goldstone

“Pianist” magazine CD of the month

Design: Stephen Sutton
Cover art licensed from artist

Divine Art DDA25035

Arnold: “The Return of Odysseus” etc

The Orchestra of Scottish Opera,
The City of Glasgow Chorus

Design: Stephen Sutton
Cover image licensed from gallery

Diversions DDV24154

British Music for Piano Duo

Goldstone & Clemmow

Design: Stephen Sutton
Composite of several original
images
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Divine Art DDA 25101

“Beyond the River God”
harpsichord music

Assi Karttunen

Design: Stephen Sutton

Metier MSV28510

“Out of the Cool” -
modern flute music

Susan Milan & Andrew Ball

Design: Stephen Sutton – from fabric art
supplied by Judith Reilly

Divine Art dda25099

Terzetti

The Debussy Ensemble

design: Stephen Sutton
Photo by Dan Evans
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Example inlay:

Athene ATH 23203

Great Violins, vol. 1

Peter Sheppard Skaerved

Design : Stephen Sutton

example inlay:

Metier MSV 28550

Orfordness
(Kreutzer Quartet, etc)

Design: Stephen Sutton

Example inlay:

Divine Art DDA 25113
The Operatic Pianist

Showing one of our traycard
layouts.
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This brochure is issued by:

Diversions LLC, doing business (inter alia) as
Divine Art Recordings Group

Compass Music & Arts Center
PO BOX 418 / 333 Jones Drive
Brandon
VT 05733, USA
Phone: + 1 (802) 247 4295

Email: info@divineartrecords.com

UK registered office:
Divine Art Limited
176-178 Pontefract Road
Cudworth
Barnsley S72 8BE
Tel: +44 (0)203 239 9088
(skype phone to voicemail at USA office –
calls charged as if made to London)

Email: info@divine-art.co.uk

www.divineartrecords.com

thttp://www.facebook.com/DivineArtRecordingsGroup

Contact: Stephen Sutton (managing director) AR1(2016)


